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L I A N – H E E  W E E  
	

In order that I am in tune with the aloofness of our current government and how out 
of touch they are with EVERYTHING except their self-congratulatory b.s., I shall, 
with the exception of the final item, only be reading MY works today, so it’s all about 
me, my feelings and my wisdom. I beg your pardon, but I shall pretend as if you are all my 
fans, and supporters, which I think is also how certain governments now interpret 
protesters. 
Thank you! 

	
Item	#1	

At	the	Unholy	Court	of	Humanity	
5	September	2018	

To	appear	in	Voice	and	Verse:	Ecopoetry	(Issue	45)	
	
Thank you for letting me speak. 
I suddenly do not know where to begin. 
 
My home set ablaze, together with my clan, in fact, my nation, 
To make shampoo and cookies, that could have been made differently. 
In your language, you call your species Orang,  
and distinguished your tribes as Asli, Laut, Hulu, …  
And you called mine, Utan, marking us a tribe like yours. 
We respect your wish to breathe foul air and to poison your own children. 
Can you not just let us watch in a distance? 
Why torch us in our lush tropical homes to create your fumes? 
 
My friend, Elly, comes from a family revered as godly by you, Orang Sivil.1 
But she bears scars of torture, stolen as a baby by killing her parents. 
Her career forced into lumber, to destroy more living spaces, 
Then when weakened, she was burdened with rides for her vain enslavers, 
Before being neglected in isolation for the next 30 years of her 70 lifespan. 
Her kin in Africa sends word of unspeakable genocide. 
With 32 teeth that many of you cannot properly care for, 
is that the psychological underpinning for the want of tusks? 
 
I remember trying to fish in my river. I partook a piece of plastic, 
mistakenly partaken by my fish, 
because someone, not saying which species, lest I slander, 
tossed the wrapping of the chocolate 
made from the blood of my family. 
Did you say it was delicious? 
 
Harimau was a prowling flame I feared, but Harimau is no more. 
At our forest, Harimau sometimes stopped preying to drink 
Fermented coconut and gourds at our forest bar with the Barbie Babirusa. 
That’s when Harimau purred like a kitten, 
and we saw innocence under the striped coat of magnificence. 
																																																								
1 Homo civilis 
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Our bar, now your waterhole where I overhead, 
“With the maids, and off with their heads.  
Ay, the heads of maids or their maidenheads,” 
Sampson of Capulet flourished. 
 
Vlad the Impaler would pale to hear of the Buaya’s suffering 
A steel rod through the head running along the spine, so that frayed alive, 
The leather is then washed with poisons that seep to our soils and streams, 
Luxury money vessels may feature the patterns 
Which hint at our common history beyond the Jurassic. 
How sweet that you encourage your children to appreciate dinosaurs! 
A great LV bag that would make, would it not? 
 
Have I become delirious? I cannot help it. 
Infection has eaten me from my furless burnt skin 
And scorched lungs filled with particulates, micro- or pico-  
My mind frenzied with the silent screams  
That come from my clan, interspersed confusingly with some of yours. 
Everything is so simple, 
But you insist nothing is, 
And your arguments so compelling, 
They fail to explain Life 
before you, your economics, or your philosophies. 
 
Show me an immoral vermin: snake, centipede, bat, lizard, frog, or rot, 
Oft cited to fill tomes of your righteous metaphors. 
Show me an example of cruelty that compares perhaps, 
To how you have treated your own kind, 
Because even that, 
Is not justification. 
Because even that, 
does not absolve your ungodly tadpole-aspiring seed. 
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Item	#2	
 

A Cantonese Curse / against the Fur Industry / in Hong Kong English : 
 

“Nico said, ‘ Poor guy!’ 
Cheese in buns chart low sea fart. 
Mob pays the young Czar. ” 

 
Translation: 
 

Zombies on the road. 
Shorted rectums, useless dongs. 
The dregs who flay kids.  

 
Note:	The	haiku	is	to	be	read	in	Hong	Kong	English	(with	her	special	syllable	structures)	to	reveal	the	
Cantonese	curse	(translated).	Thanks	to	Jason	Polley	for	the	idea	to	write	three	haikus	instead	of	one	and	for	
great	suggestions	in	the	translations.	
	 Recent	years	have	seen	many	people	wearing	fur,	or	buying	items	with	fur	trimmings.	Many	buyers	
are	ignorant	because	they	think	that	which	is	cheap	isn’t	fur.	The	fur	trimmings	come	from	dog,	raccoons,	cats,	
rabbits.	Cruelty	and	ghastliness	beyond	words.	Most	buyers	are	animal	lovers,	just	ignorant	of	the	irony	of	
their	purchases.		
	
	

An	example	of	dog	fur	common	in	HK	and	everywhere.	It’s	very	cheap,	and	
often	customers	are	told	they	are	fake.	Most	are	real,	and	very	cruelly	
obtained.	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
20	Jan	2016	
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Item	#3	
	

Statesman	and	the	villager2	
	
The	Call:	Requiem	for	History	of	Inhumanity	(Sonnet)	
10	Dec	2017	
	
Ra ha-haha-haha-haha-hole! 
Re which follows Doh(!) is gotten from Sow, 
Action. Reap. Nay pig! You daft devotee. 
Follow always your sun, your leader—Me! 
 
Pick your ballot, vote your worthy fav’rite 
You must pay attention. Listen, be brave, 
Y’all, that I may take you for an idiot. 
Citizenry, masses, serfs, now my slaves. 
 
Wisdom and compassion have no goodness, 
I will reserve the right to educate. 
The (f)act, press secretary, “Alternate!” 
Twisting them, to make all clueless, senseless. 
 
Far, far, far, far, flat, flat, flats construction! 
Development really means destruction. 
	
Note: Fb = E 
	
	
	
The	Response:	Alamak	dari	nasi	lemak	untuk	sarapan	pagi	(Pantun)3	
9	Mar	2018	
	
One, two mouthfuls of coconut flavor 
Will find my old childhood of clear simplicity 
You, I, moments in indolent chatter 
Have lost our kampong to blind economy. 
  

																																																								
2First reading on “We Live for Poetry”, 9 Mar 2018, jointly organised by the Hong Kong-based literary 
publications Cha: An Asian Literary Journal and 聲韻詩刊 Voice & Verse Poetry Magazine, at Swing A Cat 
Rear Shop, G/F, 241 To Kwa Wan Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong. To appear Voice & Verse Poetry Magazine 
[1818 section], vol. 44, in celebration of the bicentennial of Ozymandias. 
3 “Oh #$@%, from the Nasi Lemak for Breakfast” 
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Item	#4	
	

Parental	Naggings	for	T,	the	Still	Surviving	Sister	of	Effectively	Dead	Brother	H	
24	hours	late	in	celebrating	April	Fool’s	Day	for	the	Fools	who	cannot	align	

 
In light of the “uncertain” horrors happening to the Uighurs at Sinkiang, and the escalating 
ridiculousness of the Hong Kong government, I feel I must read this again. The first 
reading was not too long ago but I can’t remember where that was. 

	
Don’t talk of independence! You’re on your parents’ purse strings! 
Don’t talk about talking of independence! Your blood simply forbids such musings! 
Don’t talk about why it is not ok to talk about independence! Why? Presupposition failure.  
Divide Overflow. 
 
Family affairs are not linen for international politics. 
You are my child, even though you have the colors of a rainbow bastard. 
I defined you as yellow. 
The other colors are blemishes and we shall treat them. 
 
You need a place to start your own family, don’t you? 
The fires that torched the wetlands, twice already within a month. 
Fires are natural, yes especially in the wetlands. 
Indicative of the gods’ will to weed out the low-end, 
Like animals, same level of sentience, as measured by size of bank accounts. 
 
Do not suspect that I am not your parent. 
Do not wonder who I am that I am sleeping in your parents’ bed. 
I claimed you because you were stolen from me (twice). 
You suffer from Stockholm syndrome. 
You must understand that your circumstances are better now. 
You didn’t lose freedom of thought, you gained order in thinking. 
You have freedom when you play within my compound, outside is too dangerous. 
 
Don’t invoke the law! I am the law in this family. 
Don’t interpret the law and its embodiment of justice! Law enforces order, not justice. 
Don't philosophize about interpretation! 
Don’t blind me with your science, because it is I with the money for technology. 
Your memories are corrupted. 
You reminisce the lives of others. 
You reminisce about reminiscence. 
Your memory of history is wrong. 
To fade memories, we burn. 
 
 
*In Voice & Verse Poetry Magazine (VIGIL section), vol. 42, June 2018, p. A2. [Poetry] 
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Item	#5	
What’s	wrong?	

20 Nov 2014, modified 26 Jan 2015 
Published in Cha: an Asian literary journal, Poetry, March 2015 Issue 27 at 

http://www.asiancha.com/content/view/2031/489/ [Poetry]. 
 

This was written for the Umbrella Movement. Many of the lines are inspired by things I stumbled 
upon or am reminded of at that time. 
 
Righteous words are loudest and so I lied loudlyi 
Commandeering all the cable, cyber, airwaves 
Which I also eavesdrop citing security 
Invoking equity and justice and service 
 

Swapping education with indoctrination 
Adorned in classy dress produced by lust for blood and cash   
Police police themselvesii by their own protocol 
Please do trust the police trained to so distrust youiii 
 

Believe me, order comes, but through threats of violence  
Why fix people’s problems, fix the people insteadiv 
Find an excuse and blame the poor,v voiceless,vi dead 
Then tax them cleverly sans representationvii 
 

Can’t give freedomviii because, my friend you aren’t ready 
To grant democracy,ix rechristen tyranny  
Protect me with helmets, guns, cuffs, gas, spray, batons 
Ban colors and flowers, umbrellas, and ribbonsx 
 

Monger fear,xi write history, demonize the victim 
Aging population,xii Economy, Finance 
Hoodwink the populace, disguise real suffering 
Then eat the babies tooxiii  
 

Glorious monstrosities justified honorablyxiv 
By  

(a) I’m just a simple person, ok? 
(b) I don’t want to know 
(c) What can you do? 
(d) Please respect my way of life 
(e) Don’t be an idealist, face reality! Be practical! 
(f) If you’re so into this, why don’t you do that, that and that first? 
(g) C’mon, I am a good person too, it’s a livelihood 
(h) It’s tradition. 

 
References 
For note（iv）https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1WhJKsYb50 and 
http://www.yzzk.com/cfm/content_archive.cfm?id=1363596516557&docissue=2012-48  
 
	
i 氣壯顯得理直， 用外語泡妞秘訣，色頭刀久懸未落。 
ii 2012A.D., at an invited lecture in Peking University, yogi JZen asked his audience, “Who watches the 
watchmen?” ***2014A.D., not far from police officers, the yogi scribbled on the streets in five non-Chinese 
languages for a Chinese passerby.   
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iii Teacher of a police officer reading on Facebook, wondering if his student was destined to be a tool of the 
regime, like Nazi youths. 
iv The Singapore Prime Minister encouraging people to vote for his party in 2011 said, “I will be spending all 
my time to fix the opposition.” 習近平要中共學習新加坡，因此香港旺角出現了標語：不想解決人民提出
的問題，老想解決提出問題的人民。 
v The evidence is everywhere. Whistle-blowers are liars because someone pulled an Orwell on the world. 
vi On the sixth day, God marveled at the wings, fur, slender lines of his creations, and was nonplussed that mere 
voice allowed the Homo Insipient, ugliest of all, to justify indulgence in ungodly abuses. Medical leave on the 
seventh day. 
vii An accountant carrying a piece of borrowed chalk carved with initials JSP wrote, “Taxation without 
representation is tyranny.” Tagging with a conscience, Harcourt Road, Admiralty, 13 November 2014. 
viii After the abdication, a team of 689 politicians went to Bhutan famous for using the Gross Domestic 
Happiness rather than the GDP. Upon return, they explained that Democracy and Happiness are bad because 
every country needs politicians. Too busy trying to survive, none in the masses objected. 
ix “May we have democracy please?” “Sure, how many? We only lease them ok, and you must obey the fine 
print on the contract.”  
x These smashed with other paraphernalia in the cloud chamber to unravel the Utopian particle Time Magazine 
(November 24 issue, table of contents, essay in page 10) reported sighting in various parts of Hong Kong. 
xi Terri sells fear, dispensed as a virus b.s. danjer avoiduns injected to the mind, with the option of franchising. 
No known cure, but awareness can relieve effects. 
xii Government finance policy: Boost population growth (birth or import) then tax them. Objective: Get away 
with stealing the savings of generations before and after and Gaia too. Max. sustainability span: next election 
term.  
xiii “Chris, you’re an antitheist. You don’t have a soul?”  “And even I recognize the suffering of the animals 
whose babies you eat. Seems you can’t.”  
xiv This is the only note that is not a flash narrative. It is in fact an acknowledgement. I wish to list the names of 
those who provided these gems but it won’t fit the page/canvass, even if I have a scroll as long as all the roads in 
Singapore (which is 481km per 100sq. km of land in 2011). With only 640sq km of land, that’s roughly 
3078.4km of road with a population of now 5 million. Wanna do some Math? Oh, I’m saying Singapore only 
because I’m writing in Hong Kong, which I shall leave you to unearth. To be sure, we need “development” by 
deterioration of the environment and all that jazz, see note xi. 
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Item(s)	#6	
	

I wish to end with two pieces in memory of two people.  
 
Here is something by the late Louis Cha, the most read of all the modern wuxia writers, 
who passed away a month ago, on the 30th Oct 2018. 
	

《蘇幕遮．本意》金庸 
向来痴 從此醉 水榭聽香 指点群豪戲 劇飲千杯男兒事 杏子林中 商略平生義; 
昔時因 今日意 胡漢恩仇 須傾英雄淚 雖萬千人吾往矣 悄立雁門 絕壁無餘字。 
	
Chapter titles in Demi-gods and Semi-devils4 are each a line that strings together to make a 
Song ci verse. This one is from Book 2/5. A translation is given below: 
 

Book Two – Shrouding Screen in Suzhou 
Chapter 11 – Always foolish 
Chapter 12 – Henceforth obsessed 
Chapter 13 – Listening to the lady in the waterside pavilion, watching her advise the gathered  
   heroes 
Chapter 14 – Unrestrained drinking of a thousand cups at a men’s gathering 
Chapter 15 – In the forest of apricots, discussing the meaning of life 
Chapter 16 – Reasons of the past 
Chapter 17 – Wishes of the present 
Chapter 18 – Vengeance of a foreign man, suppresses the emptying of a hero’s tears 
Chapter 19 – Even in the face tens of thousand people I will carry on 
Chapter 20 – Sadness remained at Yanmen,5 with no words left 

From https://wuxiasociety.com/demi-gods-and-semi-devils/ 
	
苏幕遮 is the name of a Kutsi (Kucha or Kuche in English, now part of Sinkiang) tune. However, part of this 
book is set in Suzhou, where two maidens make an entrance. Wang Yuyan is betrothed to her Xianbei (鮮卑) 
cousin although she eventually leaves him for Duan Yu, a young prince from Yunnan. A-zhu who eventually 
falls in love with the Khitan Xiao Feng. The story is too long to tell here, but you can see from at least this 
poem, the struggles of romantic and patriotic love, and the consequences of war brought about by governments, 
not the people who have to die for it. 
	
With	your	indulgence,	I	would	like	to	read	one	more.	My	friend	and	compatriot	Lily	Teo,	a	
poet	and	writer	in	Singapore	passed	away	on	the	28	Nov	2018.	She	was	39.	
	

Sinking by Lily TEO  
I know not how to swim 
but I've got fats! 
and I'm LILY  
so am able to float 

~沉淀~  by Lily Teo aka 荆云 
我不会游泳 
不过有脂肪 
而且是 Lily  
应该会漂 

	 	

																																																								
4 Refers to the eight “supra-mortal” races in Buddhist cosmology: Deva, Nāga, Yaksha, Asura, Garuda, Kinnara, 
Gandharva and Mahoraga. Unlike orders above the arhats, these remain bound to the Saṃsāra by their own 
desires. 
5 Yanmen ‘goose-gate’ was a remotely northern pass along the Great Wall, so named in observing the birds 
migratory flights. 
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S U S A N   L A V E N D E R 
 

“Chinese Opera Trips” 
It’s a fiction 
That there’s only one type of addiction: 
And not just for some, 
We all have one! 
What’s yours? Here’s mine, 
For which I’ll always pine: 
 
Curtain up, treading the boards, footlights, 
Adrenaline rush, spotlights, 
The crowd. 
Once again I stand proud. 
Getting my fix, 
Mixing kicks with tricks! 
My tortured life submerges  
As my character emerges, 
And I smile… 
For a while. 
 
Applause and appreciation 
Replace criticism and humiliation 
Because I’m not me. 
I’m her and she’s happy. 
 
But it doesn’t last long. 
I bow, lights out, curtain and me coming down. 
It’s the end of 花旦’s song.                   
I frown. 
 
It’s the end of the day. 
Cinderella’s carriage slips away 
At midnight... 
Must hold tight, 
As I take off the mask. 
The formidable task. 
 
Back in my own head 
There’s no place to hide. 
Can’t get out of bed. 
Withdrawal I can’t abide. 
Feeling like I’ll die  
Before the next high. 
 
No more drive… 
Can I survive -- 
Till the next time  
I scramble out of bed 
To make my steps rhyme, 
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To get out of my head, 
Climb out of the pit 
To get a new hit, 
Leaping on to the stage 
To expel the rage?... 
No. It’s no go… 
Till the next show. 
 
Till once again I leave myself 
To become someone else.  

“Detention Row” by Paul Meredith 

They’re sellin’ postcards from detention, the hunger strikers smile. 
They’re out there in their pyjamas, Vietnamese style. 
Here comes the camp commissioner, accompanied by a master chef. 
The refugee parade’s been in town so long, the wheel of fortune’s all that’s left, 
And the riot squads, they’re hungry, they need someplace to go, 
As lady and I sit down to a feast inside detention row. 

South China Morning Post’s got a story, the Express, they’ve got one too. 
They got reporters up on the hilltop tryin’ to get a better view. 
Now the cameras focus on the action inside the barbed wire. 
They might see a police operation, maybe they’ll set themselves on fire, 
But the gates swing wide for the agencies, they got tickets for the show. 
They’re going into “demo-mode” inside detention row. 

Old soldiers and big brothers spend long and boring nights, 
Memorizing the declaration of universal human rights. 
They say the UN’s their “father,” – well their faith is quite naïve, 
But they’re experts in persuasion, now everybody believes, 
And victims come to tell us that they’d really like to go, 
But they’ll wait till the final curtain falls inside detention row. 

The information rooms are open; the party is complete. 
They send a message to the population that their dreams are obsolete. 
The videos are appreciated, the speeches well received, 
But when they say the party’s over,  no one gets up to leave, 
And the lawyers and Immigration, they’re out dancin’ the tango 
As the band plays “Hotel California” tonight in detention row. 

Praise be to the sovereign nations – united in their stand. 
They’ve rolled out the red carpet back to the motherland 
And the ship of repatriation kicks into high gear 
As we tell them  (oh so sincerely!), there is no need to fear, 
But outside the deck of the Titanic, cold waters softly flow 
As we all wait for 1997 inside Detention Row. 

Well my camp aide just got screened in as a refugee. 
After 1280 days, they’re letting him go free. 
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Now he’s writing up his memoirs  (I wonder if they’ll sell!) 
And he also writes to senators tryin’ the save the girl he loves from Hong Kong hell. 
Well the torch of lady liberty, it casts a dark shadow 
On the economic migrants marching in detention row. 

Farewell to all that’s leavin’ – good luck to all that goes. 

Farewell to all the Deputies, Farewell to the AFOs! 
Will you look back proud of the work you did here? God only knows! 
Will you still believe in justice? Will you still believe in peace? 
Is there any hope left in you at all, or is it time to call the priest? 
Get out of this place – you must escape to where trees and green things grow 
And pray  for all those you left behind inside detention row. 

 
“A Quiet Evening at the Warehouse” by Know Not (anonymous from Big Lychee Blog) 
A quiet evening at the warehouse, 
Just a pile of books to wrap. 
“What’s that?” A click. A footstep. 
Then he felt a tap. 
Someone murmured, just behind him, 
“Brother, do not make a fuss. 
Bring that pile of books with you, 
And come with us.” 
Later, a van, with tinted windows, 
Drew up smoothly at the border 
And crossed through an official lane: 
All in order. 
There is no valid cause to be 
Unduly troubled or alarmed. 
No-one giving full assistance 
Will be harmed. 
But this only reassures and comforts 
Anybody who believes 
In a people’s government 
Of thugs and thieves. 
And to reassure myself 
That nothing here is getting worse, 
I sit in comfort with a pen 
And turn to verse. 
 

“The Foolish News” 
It’s 8 o’clock. I’m Susan Lavender. 
Don’t shoot the messenger - 
But well, you know: Democracy’s dead;  
The Rule of Law’s been put to bed. 
The girl guides are goose-stepping - 
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Got their marching orders. Nobody’s voting. 
They’re all in jail (as yet, all except me!) 
For having raised a Union Jack in.. er… 2003 (?); 
Or for having incited someone to incite someone else (who knows who?) 
At Civic Square in 2014 to cause a rumpus…or…er… make  some sort of a fuss; 
Or for dreaming out loud about independence, 
Instead of practising strict pretendence; 
Or for writing graffiti on the new road sign for “習大大道中”.  
‘Cause now, y’know, the new name honours the sacred reincarnation of 毛泽东. 
Remember what that sign used to say? 
Well, forget it. Colonialism? That was yesterday! 
By the way, who took the piss out of “Belt and Road”? (The despicable toad!) 
And refused to obey “She who MUST be obeyed”? 
And to whom deference must always be paid! 
Probably the same heretic who, at a certain football match, dared to say “boo”. 
Well, never mind anyway, now they’re all bowing deeply to Emperor Pooh, 
And standing to attention, looking very handsome, 
As they, very respectfully, sing the “National Anthem” 
And perfect their 考陶 
To our everlasting version of Chairman Mao. 
They’re busy videoing self-criticisms, as for pardons they pray, 
While in their hearts they secretly say: 
 “God bless Her Majesty who can take a joke… 
No crime ever committed for satirising Her, just ask the Poke!” 
Well, have a good day:  
That was the News from RTHK. 
 
It’s 12 o’clock, on the Ides of March 1984, …er,… sorry I mean  
1st of April  2018. 
Where.. have.. I.. been?! 
我是柳安霞 
Surprised?! Ha, …ha,… ha! 
There’ll be no more news from Broadcasting House;  
No more kettle whistling for a morning brew; it’s as quiet as a mouse. 
The news is dead. 
It’s all been said. 
Well, that’s all I can say as they take me away, you see, 
To Happy Valley for my lobotomy. 
This is my last shout. 
Lights out. 
And so to bed.  
‘Nuff said. 
做自我批评, 对不起 
Please believe me - 
I bear the Supreme One no malice: 
Well - that was the news from Propaganda Palace…. 
April Fools! That wasn’t the news. 
It was satire -  just a ruse! 
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“The Rainbow Dictionary” 
What does "queer" mean, you say? 
Well, long, long ago, I still remember it meant “strange” and it also meant “gay” 
Because being shut inside a dark closet is quite strange, 
Just because who you love you simply can't change. 
Back then "gay" meant happy, carefree, full of glee 
So being queer wasn't “gay” then at all, you see. 
 
Now "queer" is not strange. 
It's just a part of a full range 
Of gay and straight lives 
For which everyone strives, 
Loving one another 
Because really we're all just each other’s sister and brother. 
So now "gay" once again also means "happy" 
Because LGBT and straight just means you and me,  
One family, outside in full view, happy and free, 
Under the same sun and rain, in the full glow 
Of the many different colours that make up our planet's rainbow. 
 
 

“GIN & IT” 
 

• Part 1: “The Original GIN & IT” 
She was good on her feet; he was best sitting down.  
 
They were a mix of hard British liquor and light Italian vermouth, swirling together in different 
proportions in a glass. Complementing each other, they achieved a unique symmetrical balance. 
Sitting at the bottom, grounding the glass, he was the solid, British, aristocratic base of gin. 
Pirouetting on the top, she was the light petite bourgeoise froth of fizzy Italian vermouth. 
Different measures of opposite tastes, stirred to perfection in a single glass! 
 
They were much in demand in pre-‘97’s carefree Hong Kong. His ground control guided her 
to success but also to gradual self-destruction in a Lan Kwai Fong bar. They had worked very 
hard. He had taught her all she knew.  She jumped without fear knowing he was there to catch 
her. Higher and higher she floated, till the tumbler could no longer contain her, still she 
splashed back in happily as long as he kept it perpendicular on the bar. They basked in the 
attention of the Fong’s neon lights.  They were not meant for the shade. 
 
Particularly delighted with this unique combination were the lawyers at the bar who served the 
Fong’s international punters, for whether they liked Gin, or they liked IT, Gin & IT went down 
well! The secret of this drink’s success was that everyone could handle the taste, adapting the 
measures to suit the individual drinker’s persuasion. So this pair was the toast of London and 
of Milan, not to mention the Fong! 
 
“You understand us so well,” each punter would say. 
“We belong to you,” they would lie, but they thought: “We belong to none of you and none of 
you can claim us. We are chameleons, distinct from you all. We alone are our own countrymen.”  
 
“You two have so much in common,” the drinkers would tell them.  
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 “We have everything in common,” she said. 
“How do you do it?” they asked. 
“It’s the differences between us that make us magic,” she replied. The narcissi of drinks, modest 
they were not! Of course the drinkers did not understand this seeming contradiction in terms, 
but the taste remained palatable and the incomprehensible eccentricity lent additional charm, 
at least for a while…. 
 
• Part 2: “The Bar Twenty Years On” 

In twenty years’ down the road post-‘97’s sadly waning Hong Kong, at the bar in the Fong, 
aging Solicitor He and Barrister She toasted the looming end of their complementary roles in 
a common law wake for the rule of law and all those other things that had made Hong Kong so 
very, very special before it became a Special Region. 
 

Gin & IT was no longer available – in fact strictly prohibited under 
the impending Public Security Ordinance. So He drank Gin and She 
drank IT but they knew they had lost the winning blend of Gin & IT. 
 
“I miss the old days of Gin & IT,” He said.  
“Hear, hear,” said She. “The days when we could drink the same drink, secure in our precious 
separate complementary roles.” 
 
“Well, here’s to us all the same,” He said, raising his tumbler to her glass. “We were good 
together, now we’ll be just halves. The whole is so much more than the sum of its parts, don’t 
you find?  It seems we’ll be united and conquered. You pleaded a good case.” 
“You wrote a good brief.” 
 
“A fused puppet profession can’t replace our winning team, when a system of inquisitorial rule 
by law replaces our golden thread and all that attaches to it. It takes us both together to tango 
justice under the rule of law – to balance the Territory and stop it from toppling into the 
“Victoria”(?)  Harbour. Thank God we’re retiring!  This scripted ball-room dancing to an 
empty tune has exhausted me. Nothing to lean on, no one left to defend. Heaven help the judges, 
better take them with us, no more use for them now….” 
 
So they toasted the past, He with a Gin and She with an IT: “Cheers! Raise your glass in a toast 
to happy days past. You just can’t get a good Martini in this century, not like the last …” 
 
He was best sitting down.  She was good on her feet. 
  
Absolute magic: perfect balance, evaporating slowly twenty years on in a glass at the bar! 
 

• Part 3: “Postscript” 
In 2047’s dystopian Hong Kong, the Fong is deserted, no more punters at the bar. The windows 
are smashed, someone’s bolted the door. No more Gin, no more IT, no more glasses on the bar. 
No more solicitors and barristers at the bar, shooting their critical breeze about law, liberty and 
justice - just a few loose strands of their golden thread turned grey, by long-since melted ice, 
amidst shattered glass on the floor… 
	


